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Academic calendar released by the University of Delhi 220-21

Admissions, commencement of classes, internal assessments, and examinations are scheduled
as per the university calendar.



LSR creates its calendar of events
College calendars pertain to academic activities such as guest lectures, academic meets, field
trips and skill development workshops.

Supporting document Link
College Calendar (2016-2021) https://lsr.edu.in/wp-

content/uploads/2022/01/LSR-College-
Academic-Calendar-2016-20.pdf

Extra-curricular events including International Yoga Day, Independence
Day and classical musical recitals are organized as per college calendar

Initiatives taken to facilitate regular online teaching

All the teachers use their official college email ids to conduct online classes. The conduction
of these classes is monitored by the Principal's office.

Google Calendar is used to schedule classes and generate links for classes through Google
meet.



Continuous Internal Evaluation

Assessments are conducted in the form of:

The teachers schedule these assessments on regular intervals through the
course of a semester

In online mode platforms like Google Calendar and Google Classroom are used to fix
deadlines for assessments. It is ensured that students are given the time they need, to produce
well-written and adequately researched assignments.







Sample Assignments submitted by students



Sample Assignments submitted by students



Sample Assignments submitted by students



Sample Statistics Practical Sheet



Online platforms used for Continuous Internal Evaluation
Students submit their assignments (and in some cases their practical files as well) according
to the prescribed date on the online platform such as Google Classroom and email. Once
submitted, the assignments are accessed by teachers, graded and returned to students.

Assessing and providing feedback on assignments submitted on Google
classroom/Google Drive



Assessing and providing feedback on assignments submitted through Email





Teachers evaluate assignments in a timely manner

Internal Assessment Committee of LSR determines deadlines to ensure timely evaluation of
assignments.





College portal for uploading internal assessment

Faculty members upload students’ internal assessment marks onto a portal (SmartProf)
according to the date suggested by the Internal Assessment committee. Students check their
marks online and report to their teachers in case of any discrepancy.

Link to SmartProf:

http://139.59.70.228/smartprof/index.php

http://139.59.70.228/smartprof/index.php



